“I’m thankful for AORE’s Association Chats right now. They are a great way to connect with other people in the industry and have open, productive conversations together about the challenges we’re facing. It’s helpful to get a bigger picture of what’s going on and how that touches down in different parts of the country.”

**NETWORKING**
- Monthly Association Chats
- Member Meet-Ups

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**
- Exclusive Rate on AORE’s Annual Conference
- Access to Online Learning Library & Resources

**CAREER ADVANCEMENT**
- Resume Reviews & Mock Interviews
- Career Toolkits

**ADVOCACY**
- Access & Permitting Toolkit
- Industry News & Insights

**Monthly Association Chats**
industry-specific micro-learning themed member discussions virtual networking opportunities

**Online Learning Library**
education sessions on a wide range of industry topics: collegiate outdoor programs & advocacy, allyship, emerging leaders, key legislation

**BECOME A MEMBER**
**Supporter:**
Only $30/year
(that’s the equivalent of a three-month Netflix subscription!)

JOIN TODAY: AORE.ORG